
ON A THEOREM OF L. LICHTENSTEIN

S. E. WARSCHAWSKI

1. Introduction* The object of this note is the proof of the
following :

THEOREM. Let C be a dosed Jordan curve in the z-plane which
possesses a corner of opening πct, 0<j*5^2 at 2=0. Suppose that this
corner is formed by two regular analytic arcs γa and γh:

γa : z=A(t)=

If ζ—fiz) maps the interior Δ of C conformally onto the half-plane
80 that /(0) = 0, then, for every integer n,

(1) lim {f-V'AVi*) U 1 f 1 -1). . . ( * - n + 1

for unrestricted approach, where c=li

This theorem was stated by L. Lichtenstein [2] and [3], but proved
only for the case that a is irrational. He remarks, however, that it
is most likely true for all α, 0 < α ^ 2 , but that his proof does not
yield this result. In the following a simple proof based on a different
approach is given for the complete theorem1.

2. Lemmas. In the proof of theorem we shall make use of the
following two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Suppose Γ is a closed Jordan curve with a corner at
2=0 of opening πa, 0<α^Γ2, and that each of the two arcs forming the
corner has bounded curvature in the neighborhood of z=0. If ιυ=g{z)
maps the interior D of Γ conformally onto the angle 0<Carg w<Cπ<x, so
that #(0) = 0, then for non-tangential approach,

( 2 ) lim -9-vy- =μ exists and μ=M) .
*-o z

This is just a weaker statement of a well known result [4, 5] (2)
holds under more general assumptions on the arcs which form the corner

Received July 29, 1954. Prepared under contract Nonr 396 (00) (NR 044 004) between
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1 This note is the result of an inquiry from Dr. George Forsythe of the Institute of
Numerical Analysis regarding the validity of Lichtenstein's theorem for all α. Dr. Forsythe
applies this result in his preceding paper on " Asymptotic lower bounds for the funda-
mental frequency of convex membranes ".
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and for unrestricted approach [5, p. 427]. However, for the sake of
completeness we give an elementary proof of this lemma in § 4.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that F(w) is analytic in an angle A: α <
argw<j3, β — a^,2π, and that in every sub-angle B of A ivith the vertex

at w=0, Mm ^w'=μ. Then for any integer n^l, as w-»0 in any sub-

angle B of A

vhm A* when n==l
0 when

Proof. Let 5 be the angle α + 3<arg w < β - 3 , 0<2<5<j2-α. About
^ s δ we describe a circle c of radius r which is contained in and

tangent to a side of the angle α-h < arg^ r < arg/5— . Clearly,

r >,sin -δ-. We set G(w)=F(w)-μw. Then
|w|— 2

2ni ic(t-w)n+1 2πi )« t (t-2)

Since \t\<\t — w\ + \w\ and \t — w\ = r for t on c, we have

max
G(t)

and the last expression approaches 0 as w-*0 in B. This proves (3).

3. Proof of the theorem* (i) We may and shall assume in the
following that C consists of two regular analytic arcs OA and OB and
a circular arc γ about O through A and B. (The size of the radius r
of this arc will be restricted below). For, if D is a subregion of Δ
bounded by the just described curves, and if fΎ{z) maps D onto the
upper half plane such that/i(0) = 0, then f(z)=h[f1(z)'] for zeD, where
h(ζ) is an analytic function in a neighborhood of C=0 and h''(0)=M).
The result (1) on /(7°(z) follows then from that on fin\z).

The theorem will be proved by the following statement: if w=g(z)
maps Δ onto the angle 0<^arg w<Cπoi such that z=0 corresponds to w=0,
then, for unrestricted approach,

(4) \im g'(z)=λ, 0 < μ | O , and
0

]-0, for

The result (1) of the theorem is then obtained from (4) by use of the
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fact that f(z)=[g(z)Jl(*.
For the proof of (4) we may presuppose that 0<7κ<Cl for if

l l=^<2 we apply first the auxiliary transformation zr = zυ*. For \t\<o,

where <Γ>0 is sufficiently small, OA and OB are transformed into regular

analytic arcs in τ=tm. We assume r so small that OA and OB are
obtained for values of the parameter t^δ.

We now impose a further restriction on δ and thus on r. There
exists a /Ό>0 such that z=A(t) and z=B(t) have analytic and univalent
inverse functions t=a(z) and t=b(z) in |2|^£p. We take 5 so small that

OA and Ofi are contained in \z\<j>. Thus, r<p.
/-\

(ii) Consider the maps of Δ by means of t=a(z): OA is transformed

into a segment O ^ of the real £-axis and OB into an arc O1Bι which
makes an angle of opening πcc with OλAλ. The circular arc f : AB is
mapped onto an arc AJiλ. If r is sufficiently small, the arcs OxBλ and
AλBλ will lie in the upper half of the £-plane2. We assume that r has
been so chosen (third and final restriction on r). Let Δλ denote the
image of Δ in the ί-plane.

Suppose that w=φ(t) maps Δ1 onto the angle 0<argw<7rα: such
that £ = 0 corresponds to ιv=Q and At to w=co. The segment OλAλ is
then transformed into the positive real axis of the ί#~plane. We reflect
the arc OxBxAi with respect to the positive real axis and denote the
image of B{ by B[. By Schwarz's reflection principle the function
w=-φ(t) maps the region bounded by the Jordan curve Γ: OιBιAιB[Oι

conformally onto the angle — πcc<C arg w<Cπa.
We apply now Lemma 1 to the curve Γ, which has a corner of

opening 2ctπ, 0<2α<2, at ί=0, formed by the regular analytic arcs

OVBV and OγB[. Hence, for non-tangential approach,

t->o t μ

exists and 0 < | ^ | < O D . Next, observing that the mapping w=φ(t)
preserves angles at t = 0 and applying Lemma 2 to the inverse F(w)
of φ(t) we find that in any angle — 7rα-f-ε<arg w<7rα —e (0<ε<7rα):

lim F'(w)=μ , lim[w;w-1F<:n"i:)(w)]==0 , for

Hence, in any sector \avgt\<πβ, \t\<V, where 0</9<α and 7 is
sufficiently small,

(5) limφ/(ί) = -- , lim[ίw-yre)(ί)] = 0, for
ί->0 ^ ί-»0

2 We assume here that (),Ά,B follow in counter-clockwise order along C.
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Since φ[a(zy]=g(z), it follows from (5) that, for Λ=α'(0)==- 1

μ
(6) \img'(z)=λ and, l imL^-y^WHO , for

z-±0 z->0

in any curvilinear angle in C-hΔ formed by OA and any Jordan arc j in

Δ which has a tangent at O making the angle πβ with the tangent to OA
at O.

(iii) By applying the same argument in which the arc OB takes

the role of OA we find that (6) holds in any curvilinear angle formed

by OB and any Jordan arc j ' in Δ which has a tangent at O making
an angle πβ with the tangent to OB at 0. Since β may be taken so
that the two curvilinear angles overlap, we obtain (4), and this
completes the proof.

4 Proof of Lemma 1. We can construct a Jordan curve I\
contained in D + Γ and one Γe exterior to D, each consisting of two
circular arcs intersecting at the angle πa at 2=0 (and at another
point). The interion I{Γt) of Γ.ι is in D, and we may assume that the
exterior E(Γe) contains D. If hι(z) and he(z) are the bilinear transfor-
mations which map /(A) and E(ΓP), respectively, onto the angle
0<Cargw<Cπa, such that hi(O)=he(O) = O, then clearly

l i m ^ = ^ and UmhM=^
*->o z *-»o Z

exist for unrestricted approach, 0<|Λt|, MeK°° The function ζ=hιja(z)
maps E(Γe) onto ,J-Γ[CΓ>0> ^ a n d A onto closed curves Γ* and A*,
respectively, which lie in .>'[Cjfi>0 and are tangent to the real axis at
C=0. Let φ(ζ) and φ^C) map the interiors of Γ;!ί and /"VS respectively,
onto the upper half plane, so that φ(O)=φί(O) = O and, for a point Cn
interior to I\*, Φ(Co)=Φί(Co) A n application of the Wolff-Caratheodory-
Landau-Valiron lemma [1, 5] shows that

exists for non-tangential approach. Since

Φi(ζ)=W*Uι;\ζ*)Ί ,

where h;1 denotes the inverse of he, it follows that

for unrestricted approach. Hence, /^{
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Finally, we note that

and hence

for non-tangential approach. This proves the lemma3.
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3 Another proof of Lichtenstein's theorem may be obtained from, an asymptotic ex-
pansion due to R. S. Lehman, Development of the mapping function at an analytic corner,
Stanford, Applied Math. Tech. Rep. No. 21, 1954. This would seem, however, more
complicated than the proof given here. The author became aware of Lehman's work only
after the present note was submitted for publication.






